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Abstract: In recent years, the implementation of digital twin (DT) technology has gained significant
attention in various industries. However, the fire safety management (FSM) sector has been relatively
slow in adopting this technology compared to other major industries. Therefore, this study aims to
explore the limitations, opportunities, and challenges associated with adopting DT technology in the
FSM sector and further develop a DT-based FSM framework towards smart facility management (FM).
To achieve this objective, this research started by reviewing several promising DTs for FSM, including
building information modeling (BIM), the Internet of Things (IoT), artificial intelligence (AI), and
augmented reality (AR). On this basis, a conceptual framework was synthesized in consideration
of the benefits of each technology. A questionnaire was conducted for FM professionals to evaluate
the proposed framework and identify the challenges of adopting DT in the FSM sector. The survey
results reveal that the proposed framework can assist decision makers in obtaining comprehensive
information about facilities’ communication among stakeholders. The survey results validate the
potential of the adoption of DTs toward smart FM practices in FSM. The survey results provide
insights into the perception of DT technology among FM practitioners and identify the current state
of DT technology in the FSM sector, its expected benefits, and its potential challenges. The main
barriers to adopting DTs in FSM are a lack of knowledge about DTs, their initial costs, user acceptance,
difficulties in systems integration, education training costs, a lack of competence, development
complexity, difficulties in data management, and a lack of trust in data security.

Keywords: digital twin; facility management; fire safety evacuation; fire safety equipment; BIM;
Internet of Things; artificial intelligence; augmented reality; smart decision making

1. Introduction

The field of fire safety in buildings is of utmost importance due to the potential risks
fires pose to occupants. Fires in buildings can potentially cause serious injuries, fatalities,
and significant financial losses. In 2021, the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
reported 1,353,500 fires in the United States, resulting in 3800 deaths, 14,700 injuries, and
a financial loss of $15.9 billion USD [1]. The primary concern for a building’s safety in
a fire is our ability to ensure the safe evacuation of all occupants [2]. Therefore, it is
crucial to develop effective strategies and technologies to enhance fire safety, including fire
evacuation and fire safety equipment (FSE) maintenance.

In recent years, the digitization and computerization of the 21st century have paved
the way for applying information technologies in facility management (FM) to improve
fire emergency practices. However, several challenges need to be addressed to ensure
optimal fire safety management (FSM) in buildings. In the initial stages of a fire incident,
occupants typically have to rely on themselves, assuming that the fire safety facilities
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within the building, such as fire extinguishers, are capable of adequately responding
to the fire [3,4]. However, in practice, the measures mandated by design codes do not
always yield the expected results [5], often due to insufficient facility maintenance or a
lack of operational skills among occupants [4,6]. Currently, the diagnostics of FSE rely on
routine inspections conducted by facility staff, which are not conducted in real time and
are subjective, making them prone to human errors. This can lead to faulty equipment or
inadequate maintenance, compromising the effectiveness of fire safety measures. Another
challenge is the inefficiency of traditional methods used for information retrieval in FSE.
Traditional methods of searching for information, such as using two-dimensional (2D)
drawings [7] and relying on paper documents for facility maintenance, operations, and
management, have become inefficient and costly as buildings have become larger and more
complex [8].

In the context of fire evacuations, firefighters often rely on 2D evacuation handbooks
and paper-based documents to gather information during emergency situations [9,10].
However, these traditional methods have limitations in comprehensively understanding
the building layout and evacuation routes. Moreover, users often face challenges in quickly
interpreting drawings, understanding their precise location within a building, and selecting
appropriate evacuation routes [11,12]. Furthermore, research has shown that a significant
proportion of emergency casualties can be attributed to delayed evacuation services [13],
which can be caused by a lack of real-time information updates [14]. For instance, during
emergencies, building users may not have access to real-time location-based evacuation
routes [14]. Therefore, to mitigate injuries and fatalities resulting from fire accidents in FM,
it is crucial to develop safety evacuation tools that rely on real-time information [15]. Such
tools can improve the decision-making process and provide real-time access to information,
enabling occupants to evacuate promptly from hazardous locations. Moreover, a lack of
information about the scene of the fire and its spatial configuration can lead to incorrect
decision making when choosing an escape route [16–18]. This gap in knowledge can
hinder occupants from making informed decisions about the safest path to take during an
emergency. Additionally, the ambiguity of changes in the scene of a fire can cause occupants
to spend an excessive amount of time trying to escape [16,19,20]. Uncertainty and a lack
of clarity in an evolving fire situation can delay evacuation efforts and potentially put
occupants at greater risk. Furthermore, the lack of integration between FSM and building
information hinders comprehensive safety analyses, leading to information gaps, poor
connections, and inefficient decision making [21]. Therefore, it is imperative to establish
integration and interactions between buildings and safety systems focusing on FSE and
fire evacuation.

To overcome these challenges, it is essential to prepare intelligent FSM based on real-
time information to improve the decision-making process and provide real-time access
to information for FSE maintenance and safe fire evacuation. The development of digital
twin (DT) technologies with real-time data acquisition and integration support is crucial
in achieving this goal. The rapid development of information technologies, particularly
the emergence of new generation information technologies, such as building information
modeling (BIM), the Internet of Things (IoT), artificial intelligence (AI), and augmented
reality (AR), has significantly accelerated the process of digitalization.

Recently, researchers have made significant progress in the development of DT tech-
nologies and tools for fire safety [22–24]. For instance, Jiang et al. [23] proposed a system
that combines DT technology, semantic web technologies, and IoT data to enable the
dynamic monitoring and predictive operation of fire protection systems. This system
integrates domain knowledge, BIM information, and IoT data to enhance the effective-
ness of building fire protection measures. Khajavi et al. [22] proposed a framework for
implementing DT throughout a building’s lifecycle. They utilized sensor packages, 3D
visualization, and AI techniques to detect and predict potential fire threats in buildings.

Zhang et al. [24] proposed Artificial Intelligence Digital Fire (AID-Fire), a framework
for the real-time identification of the evolution of fires in buildings using artificial intelli-
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gence (AI) and DT technology. The system consists of an IoT sensor network, cloud server,
AI engine, and user interface. It provides detailed information on the development and
spread of fires, supporting smart firefighting practices and contributing to fire-resilient
smart cities.

Cheng et al. [25] proposed an intelligent system that combines BIM, Bluetooth sensors,
and a mobile application to predict indoor fires and support disaster relief efforts. By
leveraging real-time data on indoor environments, the system can identify potential fire
hazards and determine the best evacuation routes. The mobile application enhances the
system’s usability by providing crucial information to both evacuees and firefighters.

Choi et al. [26] developed a BIM-based evacuation regulation checking system for high-
rise and complex buildings. The system utilized BIM technology to analyze evacuation
routes and safety features, providing a comprehensive tool for assessing the compliance
and effectiveness of evacuation plans. Their study highlighted the potential of BIM in
enhancing safety and regulatory compliance in building design and construction.

Wehbe and Shahrour [27] employed a BIM-based smart system for fire evacuation.
Their study aimed to develop a system that provides early fire detection, evaluates environ-
mental data, identifies the best evacuation path, and provides occupants with information
about the optimal evacuation routes. The system was implemented and tested in a research
building at Lille University in France. Their results demonstrate the capabilities and benefits
of the system, particularly in terms of identifying the most effective evacuation paths.

Chen et al. [8] applied a BIM-based AR system for the inspection and maintenance
of FSE. The researchers aimed to enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of these tasks
by integrating BIM and AR technologies. The system allowed for the visualization of FSE
in a virtual environment, enabling inspectors to access relevant information and perform
maintenance tasks using AR interfaces. Their study demonstrated the potential of BIM-
based AR systems in improving the inspection and maintenance processes of FSE. Despite
significant advancements in fire emergency management through the application of DT
technologies, BIM, IoT, and AI, there remains a critical gap in our understanding of the
state of practice in the FM industry.

Although there is agreement about the potential applicability and benefits of DTs in
the FM industry and some pioneering FM organizations are pushing for the use of DTs in
this context, the level of industry interest in DT adoption is still unclear. The uniqueness
of this study lies in its targeted approach towards fire safety, a critical aspect of FM that
has not yet fully explored the vast potential of DT technology. By concentrating on fire
evacuation and FSE maintenance, two key areas on which the application of DT can have a
profound impact, this research addresses a vital gap in the current research. Additionally,
this study stands out in its effort to gauge industry readiness and interest, a perspective
often overlooked in technological adoption studies. This approach provides valuable
insights into current industry trends and readiness and guides the development of practical
DT solutions tailored to the specific needs of the FM industry. The aim of this paper is to
understand the industry’s interest in implementing DTs in buildings’ fire evacuation and
FSE maintenance operations and identify potential application areas for DTs. To achieve
this, this study provides an overview of the current implementation status of DTs in FSM
within the FM industry and outlines the opportunities and challenges associated with its
use in fire safety practices.

To gather insights, this study presents various industries’ responses to a questionnaire
seeking to identify the potential challenges and barriers FM organizations may encounter
in fully adopting DT technology. The findings of our research will serve as a foundation for
future investigations in this field. The findings of this study analyze the data gathered and
insights gained from the literature review and the questionnaire survey results. This study
extracted the main challenges and barriers hindering DT adoption, including technical,
economic, and stakeholder-related barriers. Future research should explore economically
viable solutions for addressing technical barriers and ensure stakeholder engagement to
ensure inclusiveness, validity, and effective decision making.
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The subsequent sections of this paper will describe the literature review, the materials
and methods used to establish the framework for DT-enabled FM, the results of the survey
conducted, and the ensuing discussion. These sections will outline the current status of
DT implementation in FSM within the FM industry and introduce the application areas in
which DTs can be leveraged in FM.

Despite the attention this topic has received in academia and the private consulting
industry, there need to be more studies that can drive industry stakeholders toward the
faster adoption of DTs in FM. While rapid advancements in DT technologies offer new
opportunities to enhance fire emergency management in the FM industry, the industry-
wide adoption of DTs has yet to occur. One of the primary motivators for stakeholders in
FM is the potential for direct operational gains and benefits. Therefore, our understanding
of the benefits of DTs in fire safety practices, the challenges involved, and their expected
value is limited.

This study aims to provide an overview of the current implementation status of DTs
in fire safety, outline the opportunities and challenges for their use in fire safety practices,
and identify potential application areas for DTs. This study attempts to address this gap by
presenting the following research questions:

• What is the current state of DT adoption for fire emergencies in the FM industry?
• What are the core DT drivers and challenges for a fire emergency?

These DTs are required for the enhancement of decision-making quality in FM activ-
ities. The following specific research objectives are pursued to meet the overall goal of
this study:

1. Explore the current status of DT implementation in FSE and fire evacuation;
2. Develop a DT-based FSM framework towards smart FM;
3. Explore the current state of DT adoption for fire emergencies through a survey;
4. Explore the technical challenges encountered during DT implementation through

a survey.

2. Literature Review

This study consists of a narrative or traditional literature review that provides a broad,
qualitative, and interpretive overview of the literature of FM systems and their challenges.
This descriptive and comprehensive approach summarizes findings and identifies thematic
patterns, particularly regarding FM’s integration of emerging technologies like DT. The
review provides a contextual and theoretical framework for empirical research by collating
and analyzing many academic and professional sources. This approach meets the goals
of a traditional literature review by providing a comprehensive, synthesized overview,
identifying gaps in the literature, and preparing for further research.

2.1. Current Systems-Based FM

There are currently a variety of commercial systems designed for FM that are used
to manage the data of a high-performance building and provide the information required
to support decision making on the operation and maintenance of the building [28–32].
These current advanced technologies, software, and systems at FM serve a wide range of
needs in facilities, including computerized maintenance management systems (CMMS),
computer-aided FM systems (CAFM), building management or automation systems (BMS
or BAS), and firefighting alarm systems (FAS). FM systems have several uses, with each
system serving specific purposes for FM.

CMMSs primarily focus on maintenance-related tasks such as managing work orders,
historical maintenance information, and equipment management [28]. CMMSs are also
utilized by facility maintenance organizations for record keeping, management, and com-
munication, allowing for data collection from multiple sources and linking the compiled
data to other systems [33,34]. Additionally, CMMSs can be deployed for asset management,
inventory control, service request generation, and tracking the time and costs of services
and materials used to complete work orders [35]. CAFM systems integrate computer-aided
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design (CAD), graphics modules, and relational database software to provide various FM
capabilities, including space management [36]. CAFM solutions provide facility managers
with the means to organize, execute, and monitor workspace management, asset man-
agement, reactive and preventative maintenance services, room reservations, and other
FM administrative support activities. BMSs are control systems that monitor and manage
mechanical and electrical services within a facility, including lighting, power, heating,
ventilation, air conditioning (HVAC), elevators, and fire control [37–39]. FASs are used
to prevent fire disasters by equipping high-rise, large-scale buildings with sensors and
monitors [40].

Despite the advantages of these current systems, FM teams face several challenges
when utilizing them. Many FM information systems are prone to failure as a result of
(1) the lack of interoperability between different FM information systems; or (2) the in-
ability of FM personnel to access accurate information [7]. Moreover, current FM systems
are unable to capture and retrieve detailed information and knowledge generated from
building maintenance or operations [41]. For example, CMMSs cannot provide automatic
maintenance work order scheduling, and FM staff are unable to access accurate infor-
mation [7]. Moreover, FASs utilize only two-dimensional (2D) images to represent the
inner spaces of complex buildings, which lack information about fire scenes and their
spatial configuration [16,42]. Moreover, most FM systems cannot share information with
each other to support comprehensive decision making; instead, information must be ex-
tracted and processed by individual systems. As a result, FM teams face difficulties in
making informed decisions about facility maintenance tasks and cannot optimize their
workflows [33,34]. Moreover, there is a lack of data integration and communication in
current FM practices [43–45].

To address the challenges of the lack of information sharing, data integration, and
communication in current fire safety practices in the FM industry, the implementation of
a DT framework can provide a potential solution. DTs act as a virtual representation of a
physical building, capturing real-time data and enabling the seamless integration of FM
systems. By leveraging DTs, FM personnel can access accurate and up-to-date information
from multiple sources, facilitating comprehensive decision making and the optimization of
workflows. Additionally, the DT framework allows for the simulation and analysis of fire
evacuations, enhancing FSE maintenance and emergency response capabilities in buildings.

2.2. Digital Twin (DT)

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) utilized the DT concept
in the 1960s as a “twin” within the Apollo spaceship program, which built two identical
space vehicles so that the space vehicle on Earth could mirror, simulate, and predict the
conditions of the vehicle in space [46]. DTs were first introduced in Michael Grieves’s
product lifecycle management (PLM) model in 2002 [47]. The origin of DTs can be traced
back to a presentation of Michael Grieves at the University of Michigan in 2002, which pro-
posed the creation of a Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) center and already included
all the essential elements of DTs, such as real spaces, virtual spaces, a data link from real
spaces to virtual spaces, an information link from virtual spaces to real spaces, and virtual
subspaces [47]. Currently, there are various definitions of DTs, but the two most widely
accepted definitions were provided by NASA and Grieves. DTs are defined by NASA as
follows: “A digital twin is an integrated multi-physics, multiscale, probabilistic simula-
tion of an as-built vehicle or system that uses the best available physical models, sensor
updates, fleet history, etc., to mirror the life of its corresponding flying twin”. Grieves and
Vickers [47] defined a DT as “a set of virtual information constructs that fully describes a
potential or actual physical manufactured product from the micro atomic level to the macro
geometrical level. At its optimum, any information that could be obtained from inspecting
a physical manufactured product can be obtained from its Digital Twin”.

DTs are a technology that collects data in real time from physical assets and uses these
data to create a virtual model of the physical asset to facilitate smart decision making.
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DTs use AI and data analytics to generate digital simulation models that can learn from
and update based on multiple sources, as well as represent and predict the current and
future conditions of their physical counterparts [48]. Deng et al. [20] proposed a DT
evolved from BIM in a series of four developmental stages in which it was integrated
with other technologies, such as simulations, sensors, and AI, operating at different levels.
Furthermore, DTs utilize AI tools, such as machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL),
to organize and analyze data effectively in real time. This enables various functionalities,
including condition monitoring, environmental learning, system failure prediction, real-
time feedback, and bi-directional information integration throughout the entire lifecycle of
the asset [21,22].

Figure 1 explains how DTs integrate the virtual–physical system for real-time monitor-
ing, analyses, prediction, automatic control feedback, optimization, and visualization. It
incorporates three main components to create a practical loop: a physical entity, a virtual
entity, and a data link which can assist stakeholders in decision making for FM practices.
The framework integrates state-of-the-art technologies such as BIM, the IoT, AI, and AR.
This survey aims to evaluate the benefits of the proposed framework and discover the
potential challenges of applying DTs in FM.
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2.3. DT-Enabling Technologies for Fire Safety Management
2.3.1. Building Information Modeling (BIM)

The definition of BIM by The United States National Institute of Building Sciences
(NIBS) is “the digital representation of physical and functional characteristics of a facility.
As such, it serves as a shared knowledge resource for information about a facility, forming
a reliable basis for decisions during its life cycle from inception onwards” [49]. Fire risk
management is a critical aspect of building operations, encompassing various elements
such as fire protection design, the limitation of fire/smoke spread, fire extinguishment,
and the escape probability [50]. Several factors, including the characteristics of the oc-
cupants, the building facilities, and the features of a fire, influence efficiency in fire risk
management. To manage these factors effectively, an integrated environment capable of
collecting and analyzing relevant data should be established [51,52]. BIM has emerged
as a promising solution for fire risk management, as it improves safety by visualizations,
fire simulations, fire warnings, and planning escape routes [23,53]. Furthermore, the in-
formatization capabilities of BIM, such as information storage, extraction, and retrieval, can
be effectively utilized as a comprehensive database for managing fire safety information
in a BIM-based system [23,31]. For instance, Wang et al. [54] created a BIM-based model
for FSM, consisting of evacuation assessments, escape route planning, safety education,
and equipment maintenance modules. The model integrated BIM with a fire dynamics
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simulator (FDS) for evaluating evacuation capabilities and utilized BIM for acceptable
escape route distances. Safety education was enhanced through 3D presentations, while
equipment maintenance was supported through a web-based prototype. Ma and Wu [55]
developed a fire emergency management system using the BIM platform. Their proposed
system includes a database management module and four functional modules: intelligence
monitoring, a warning, a response, and a treatment. The system can monitor building fires
and provide users with visual guidance towards escape routes. The proposed system has
the capability to acquire fire information, determine the status of a fire, and make decisions
for individuals who may be trapped. However, BIM itself is typically limited to providing
the static data of the built environment and lacks the capability to automatically update
real-time information in the models without additional data sources [56]. The emergence
of IoT has made it possible to integrate real-time sensing data with the static information
provided by BIM models. This integration can be an effective tool in disaster and emer-
gency response, both at the building and urban scale [56]. The integration of BIM and IoT
has laid the foundation for the emergence of DTs [48]. It is crucial to emphasize that DTs
are a prominent technological advancement that facilitate the instantaneous bidirectional
integration of cyber–physical systems and empower intelligent decision making.

2.3.2. Internet of Things (IoT)

The IoT is defined as “an ecosystem that contains smart objects equipped with sensors,
networking, and processing technologies integrating and working together to provide
an environment in which smart services are taken to the end-users” [57]. Researchers
have employed the integration of BIM and IoT devices for various purposes. They have
used these technologies to detect the indoor location of trapped victims and display their
positions within BIM models [16,58]. Furthermore, they have utilized BIM models, real-
time building information, and location data from sensors or victims’ mobile devices
to calculate the shortest evacuation path [59,60]. Moreover, researchers have focused
on creating mobile guidance for evacuation by integrating BIM tool APIs with mobile
devices [25]. Furthermore, researchers employed advanced sensor networks to analyze real-
time data on the smoke concentration, temperature, and surrounding environment in a cost-
effective manner [61]. The integration of BIM and IoT sensors presents a novel approach
to fire monitoring and decision making in evacuations [9,62]. However, it is important to
note that improving situational awareness for firefighters requires not only an accurate
and intuitive display of fire information but also the ability to make correct decisions in
compromised visibility. While BIM integrated with sensor data has been extensively used
in fire monitoring, the BIM platform itself lacks the immersive environment necessary for
effective rescue decision making. Therefore, AR technology serves as a solution tool that
can enhance our visualization and perception of an environment, allowing stakeholders to
make more informed decisions. Moreover, to obtain more real-time information on human
fire evacuation behaviors for faster and safer evacuations and to enhance the predictive
maintenance of FSE, we need a more intelligent monitoring system based on AI.

2.3.3. Artificial Intelligence (AI)

AI is the science and engineering of creating intelligent machines with the ability to
reason, learn, acquire knowledge, communicate, perceive, plan, and move and operate
objects [63,64]. In recent years, AI has played a significant role in fire FSM, driving the
development of smart firefighting [65,66]. One notable application of AI in fire safety is the
development of a hybrid artificial neural network (ANN) model for fire scenario identifi-
cation. This model utilizes temperature data to evaluate the distribution of temperatures
within a compartment fire [66,67]. Computer vision methods, specifically those based on
convolutional neural networks (CNNs), have also been employed to identify the fire heat
release rate (HRR) by extracting features from flame and smoke images. These techniques
enable the accurate and efficient detection of fire characteristics, aiding in assessing and
managing incidents [68,69]. For fire prediction, ML techniques combined with zone models
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have been proposed to recover missing data in cases in which sensors are destroyed during
fires [70,71]. Moreover, AI has been applied for fire source locations [24,72]. For instance,
Wu et al. [72] applied AI and big data to predict the location and size of a fire source in a
tunnel. They construct a database of numerical simulations and use temperature data from
multiple sensors to train a recurrent neural network.

2.3.4. Augmented Reality (AR)

Delgado et al. [73] defined AR as a technology that enables the overlay of digital
objects and information onto real objects to augment or improve the real environment
in real time and with the correct spatial positioning. AR technology enables the overlay
of digital information, such as 3D models, images, and animations, onto the real world,
facilitating natural interactions between users and their environment [74]. This technol-
ogy plays a crucial role in helping workers and staff better understand information by
providing visual and interactive representations [11]. Recent studies have focused on
integrating AR and BIM to improve the visualization of 3D models and context-specific
information [75,76]. For instance, Chen et al. [8] developed a BIM/AR-based system for
the inspection and maintenance of FSE, enabling fire safety engineers to access visualized
inspection information on a cloud database using a mobile device, overcoming the limi-
tations of interpreting 2D paper-based information. However, their study also noted that
the system required experts with a large amount of experience to analyze and determine
specific data requirements for different operations. Kanangkaew et al. [11] proposed a
real-time fire evacuation system that combines BIM and AR, and this system utilizes real-
time data from sensors to detect and monitor fire incidents, which are then integrated
into the BIM model. During emergencies, the AR component overlays evacuation routes
and personalized instructions onto the user’s view of the physical space, improving the
efficiency and accuracy of fire evacuation procedures [11]. The proposed integrated DT
framework can be utilized to combine technologies such as AR for an immersive experience
and AI capabilities for better connections, insights, and analytics [77]. The integration of
AR within the proposed DT framework can provide a more intuitive and interactive envi-
ronment for stakeholders, enhancing their understanding and decision-making processes.
Additionally, AI capabilities can enable advanced data analyses and predictive modeling to
monitor, recognize, evaluate, and predict potential risks in terms of safety, quality, efficiency,
and costs across teams and work areas, even under a high level of uncertainty [78]. By
leveraging the combined potential of AR, the IoT, and AI within the DT framework, the
challenges identified in this study can be overcome, leading to more efficient and effective
operations throughout the building life cycle.

2.4. DT Technologies for Smart Building Applications

DT technologies have been applied to various aspects of buildings, including health-
care, residential, commercial, and infrastructure management. In the healthcare sector, Song
and Li [79] explored the implementation of a DT system architecture within Shanghai Tongji
Hospital to enhance healthcare facility management (HFM). The proposed DT framework
integrates five key layers—data acquisition, transmission, an integrated middle platform,
services, and targeting to streamline decision-making processes and improve healthcare
delivery. Similarly, Peng et al. [80] developed a DT-based system with real-time visual man-
agement and artificial intelligent diagnosis modules to visually manage a hospital’s status
and receive timely facility diagnoses and operation suggestions that are automatically sent
from the digital building to reality. The system can save energy use, prevent facility issues,
reduce repair requests, and improve the quality of daily maintenance work.

In the context of occupant comfort in the residential sector, Hosamo et al. [81] de-
veloped a DT framework for automated fault source detection and prediction, targeting
comfort performance evaluations in existing non-residential Norwegian buildings. Their
study focused on utilizing DT technology to improve building performance by identifying
and addressing issues related to occupant comfort. This approach offers a more efficient
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way of managing facility comfort levels and ensuring a satisfactory indoor environment
for occupants. In the context of energy performance, Jafari et al. [82] employed a simu-
lation approach to evaluate the application of DT technology in various building types,
including offices, residences, schools, and restaurants. The researchers integrated the es-
tablished asset management theory with building simulation technology to enhance both
the buildings’ energy efficiency and asset performance by utilizing DT technology. The
authors used building assets’ IoT data to compare the assets’ performance and energy use
to their condition. In the context of improving building indoor safety management in the
commercial sector, Liu et al. [21] proposed a framework for an indoor safety management
system based on DT technology for building the bobsleigh and sled stadium for the Beijing
Winter Olympics. The proposed framework exploits BIM, the IoT, and AI techniques to
improve the level of intelligence for building indoor safety management and evaluate the
types and levels of danger by processing the data in their system. Other studies have
utilized DT technology in school buildings to develop integrated building- and city-level
solutions. Lu et al. [48] developed a dynamic DT at the building and city levels, focusing
on a case study of the West Cambridge Campus to integrate heterogeneous data sources,
support effective data querying and analyses, support O&M management decision making,
and bridge human relationships with buildings/cities. The authors utilized BIM and IoT
technologies to create a comprehensive digital model that can simulate the building’s
performance and provide real-time monitoring and control of the building systems. Their
study demonstrated the potential of DTs in improving the efficiency and sustainability of
building operation and maintenance.

Table 1 states that DT technologies for smart building applications present opportu-
nities for improving real-time monitoring, automated decision making, optimization for
predictive maintenance, the emergency tracking of evacuees, and indoor safety in buildings.
The table highlights their diverse barriers and technological opportunities. For instance,
the integration of digital technologies can address specific needs and provide solutions
for fire safety in various contexts, contributing to the overall safety and well-being of
occupants. Much research has focused on smart DT application technologies for predictive
maintenance, energy management, and asset management. However, there is a lack of
studies focusing on DT technology applications for fire safety emergency management.

Table 1. Applications of, technologies utilized in, and barriers of studied DTs for smart buildings.

Paper Title Applications Technologies Sector Barriers

[21]

A framework for an
indoor safety

management system
based on digital twin

Indoor safety
management system

(ISMS) using DT
technology for real-time

safety monitoring, danger
assessments, and

management
within buildings.

BIM, IoT, ML Stadium
BIM and IoT integration
and independent safety
management systems

[24]

Building
artificial-intelligence
digital fire (AID-Fire)

system: A
real-scale demonstration

The AID-Fire system’s
application encompasses
fire detection, firefighting

strategy enhancement,
evacuation guidance, risk
assessments, data-driven

emergency responses, and
ongoing safety monitoring

and maintenance.

AI, IoT, DL,
CV, data
fusion

University
campus

Sensor reliability,
AI performance,

real-time processing,
system integration,
data preprocessing,

fire dynamics
complexity,

user interface design,
and

privacy concerns
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Table 1. Cont.

Paper Title Applications Technologies Sector Barriers

[48]

Developing a digital twin
at building and city levels:

case study of west
Cambridge campus.

Collaboration,
visualization, and O&M

management of buildings
and a city.

AI, BIM, ICTs,
ML, IoT, IFC

University
campus

Data integration and
synchronization, big

data management, and
data quality.

[80]

Digital twin hospital
buildings: an exemplary

case study through
continuous lifecycle

integration

Develop a DT for complex
infrastructures, enhance

clash detection using
VR/AR, optimize building
energy management, and

advance predictive
maintenance for

performance forecasting

BIM + IoT +
ML + VR/AR Hospital

Complex DT model
creation, interoperability

issues, data security
concerns, and high

amount of long-term
data latency.

[83]

Developing a web-based
BIM asset and facility

management system of
building digital twins.

Integrating building assets
throughout its lifecycle.

BIM, Unreal
Engine, web
in real time.

AECO/FM
Data sharing issues and

unreliable
operation data.

[84]
Federated data modeling

for built environment
digital twins.

Real-time monitoring and
data-driven decision tools

for buildings.

IoT, robotics,
AR, MR, VR,
AI, BIM, IFC.

University
campus

Information/process
clarity, fragmented data,

and interoperability

[85]
Toward smart-building

digital twins: BIM and IoT
data integration.

DTs for real-time building
monitoring and
visualization.

BIM, IoT University
campus

Semantic
interoperability and
real-time building

data validation.

[86]

CLOI: An automated
benchmark framework for

generating geometric
digital twins of industrial

facilities.

Generate automatic
as-built models from point

cloud data.

Point Cloud +
ML/computer

vision

Industrial
buildings

Limited what-if scenario
analysis and slow asset

updating due to
extensive point cloud

data preparation

[87]

Data-driven predictive
maintenance planning

framework for MEP
components based on BIM

and IoT using machine
learning algorithms

Predictive maintenance
using BIM and IoT. BIM, IoT, ML University

campus

Algorithm selection,
prediction methods, and

model training.

[88]

A digital twin predictive
maintenance framework

of air handling units based
on automatic fault

detection and diagnostics

DT predictive
maintenance framework

for air handling
unit (AHU)

BIM, IoT, IFC,
ML, AR

University
campus

Algorithm selection and
prediction methods

[89]

Towards an
occupancy-oriented

digital twin for facility
management: test

campaign and sensors
assessment

Optimization of a
building’s operational

stage through advanced
monitoring techniques

and data analytics

BIM, IoT, ML University
campus

Monitoring issue in
detecting more users,
network security, and
reliable data storage

[90] Digital twin–based health
care facilities management

Developing a DT for
real-time, efficient

management of healthcare
facility systems
and equipment

BIM, IoT, ML
Healthcare

facility
management

Data accuracy, sensor’s
reliability, user privacy

integration,
And high initial costs

[91]

Intelligent emergency
digital twin system for
monitoring building

fire evacuation

Developed a DT system
based on AI and computer
vision to track evacuees in

building fire.

BIM, IoT, AI,
CV, YOLO

University
campus

Detection accuracy in
crowds and

privacy issues
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2.5. Summary of the Literature Review

The literature review highlights several challenges in current FM systems that hinder
effective data exchange, integration, and decision making. These include issues with
interoperability between different FM information systems, leading to frequent system
failures and inefficiencies in FM operations [7]. Additionally, there is a significant problem
in accessing accurate and timely information, which is crucial for effective maintenance
and operation [7]. The systems, such as CMMSs, often fall short of capturing and retrieving
comprehensive details from building maintenance activities [41]. FASs are limited to using
2D images to represent building interiors, which inadequately convey critical information
like fire scenes and spatial configurations [16,42]. A common issue across most FM systems
is their inability to share information effectively, which complicates informed decision
making and workflow optimization [33,34]. This is further compounded by a general
lack of data integration and communication within current FM practices [43]. Moreover,
BIM, while useful, is often constrained to static data, lacking the capability for automatic
real-time updates, a gap that is starting to be addressed through the integration of IoT and
BIM, laying the foundation for the development of DTs [56]. These challenges highlight the
need for more integrated and dynamic systems in FM, pointing towards the potential of
technologies like DTs to revolutionize FM processes. The literature review also highlights
the applications, technologies utilized, and barriers of studied DTs for smart buildings, as
shown in Table 1. It suggests that there is a lack of focus on DT technology applications
for FSM.

3. Methodology

This paper aims to develop a conceptual framework for the evaluation of the facility
manager’s level of acceptance of using DTs in FSM and to identify potential application
areas for DTs. The research methodology is illustrated in Figure 2. The methodology started
with a comprehensive review of the existing challenges in FM systems. This review explores
the DT concept and its origins, highlighting its significance in FSM. Furthermore, it aids
in investigating the potential advantages of DT in FM. The effectiveness of the DT-based
FSM framework towards smart FM, such as BIM, the IoT, AI, and AR, is explored based on
existing studies [92–94]. These technologies are recognized for their potential to enhance
FSM systems and improve decision making [95,96]. From the insights of the review, a DT-
based FSM framework for smart FM is proposed. This framework is designed to achieve
smart FSM practices with improved information and communication. Afterward, a survey-
based approach was implemented to collect data from FM professionals. This approach was
crucial in creating a comprehensive understanding and capturing perceptions and opinions
of DT adoption in the FM industry [97]. A questionnaire was subsequently developed
based on the findings of the literature review. The questionnaire survey method was
adopted for its ability to ensure participant anonymity and freedom, as well as to maintain
the uniformity of responses [98]. Additionally, the adoption of a questionnaire survey
in this study was motivated by its advantage in gathering empirical information from a
broad range of respondents [99]. Furthermore, the survey aimed to assess participants’
comprehension of adopting DTs in FSE maintenance and fire evacuation practices and to
identify potential issues that could be addressed early in the design phase [97].

The survey questionnaire is distributed to FM professionals, especially those from the
Western Michigan University (WMU) FM department and International Facility Manage-
ment Association (IFMA), to validate the proposed framework and to investigate deeper
into the challenges faced during the adoption of DT in FSM. Our data collection, analysis,
and a detailed discussion of the challenges of adopting DTs are then presented. The next
sections outline the logical connection between the framework, the main challenges of DTs,
and the evaluation for their adoption in the industry. The framework is shown to enhance
decision making in FSM significantly. Moreover, the discussion of the challenges of DT
applications in FM offers avenues for further academic research to address these challenges.
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3.1. Literature Selection

The selection of Scopus as the preferred scientific abstract and indexing database
was based on its well-established reputation in the academic community [94,100]. In
comparison to other similar databases, Scopus is renowned for its extensive collection
of literature, making it a valuable resource for researchers and scholars alike [94,100]. A
search was conducted in the Scopus database using keywords related to DTs and FSM.
The search was performed using two primary search strings of DTs and FSM, which were
searched using article titles, abstracts, and keywords. The DT search string included the
following various keywords: “Digital Twin” OR “Digital Twins” OR “Digital-twin” OR
“Digital Twinning” OR “Virtual Twin” OR “Digital Replica” OR “Virtual Replica” OR
“Virtual Counterpart” OR “Virtual Representation” were used. In the second part of the
search string, the keywords “Facility Management” OR “Facilities Management” OR “Asset
Management” OR “Facility Lifecycle Management” OR “Building Facility” OR “Operation
and Maintenance” OR “O&M” OR “Smart Building” OR “fire safety management” OR
“fire evacuation” OR “fire safety equipment” OR “Fire safety equipment maintenance” OR
“fire rescue” OR “firefighting” OR “ fire emergency response”. The search was integrated
with DTs using the AND command for comprehensiveness.

The literature search process involved identifying relevant keywords and perform-
ing a thorough query-based search to locate potential papers. To ensure the systematic
review’s integrity and provide a detailed explanation of the literature search process, the au-
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thors employed the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses
(PRISMA) 2020 flow diagram. This flow diagram provides a clear visual representation
of the systematic review stages, making it easier for readers to track the decision-making
process and how the initial literature search led to the final set of selected studies [100,101].
The literature search period was set from January 2012 to May 2023, as this was when DTs
emerged as a significant technology and attracted substantial research interest. The initial
search yielded 730 papers from Scopus, which were then filtered using automation to limit
the language to English, the source type to journals and conference proceedings, and the
subject area to engineering, computer science, energy, decision science, and environmental
science. The entire literature retrieval process is summarized in Figure 3.
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3.2. Literature Characteristics

Studies on the use of DT in fire safety management and evacuation have been gaining
momentum, with a significant increase in the number of research studies conducted recently.
Figure 4 shows a clear trend in the publication distribution, with a remarkable increase
in publications on DTs in FSM and fire evacuation in the past three years, highlighting
growing interest in and the immense potential of intelligent FSM. Figure 5a indicates that
most publications on DTs in FSM and fire evacuation belong to the fields of engineering
and computer science, emphasizing the role of machines and computer-aided tools in
advancing intelligent engineering solutions. Meanwhile, based on the type of document
source, Figure 5b categorizes academic publications on DTs in FSM and fire evacuation
from January 2012 to May 2023, revealing that 39% of the publications from this study are
journal articles, while 61% are from conference proceedings.
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3.3. Development of DT-Based FSM Framework toward Smart FM

This paper presents a conceptual framework aimed at identifying potential application
areas and requirements for DTs in FSM. The framework underwent a rigorous validation
process, which involved the distribution of a survey questionnaire among FM professionals.
Following a comprehensive second round of refinement, the framework presented in this
study was updated. This enhancement is based on a detailed analysis of the challenges
identified in the literature review and valuable insights derived from the survey results.
The framework effectively tackles key issues such as missing information, the need for inte-
grating virtual and real-time data, and the necessity of dynamic monitoring and predictive
operations in FSE maintenance and fire evacuation. The framework is designed to enhance
FM practices, particularly in FSM. Traditional building fire management systems often pose
critical challenges during fire emergencies, particularly regarding data interoperability and
the integration of BIM and IoT technologies [23,56]. DTs have emerged as a promising
solution to address these challenges. DTs facilitate the integration of virtual representation
with real-time data, enabling the dynamic monitoring and predictive operation of fire
protection systems [91,102].

This paper outlines an intelligent framework, as illustrated in Figure 6, that offers a
high degree of flexibility and adaptability, catering to two distinct applications that center
on FSE and fire evacuation practices. The proposed DT building FSM involves layers: a
physical layer, a monitoring layer, a DT data layer from IoT and BIM data, a smart platform
FSE maintenance and fire evacuation layer, and a fire warning control layer. The proposed
framework is structured into four layers: the physical building layer, the virtual building
layer, the application layer, and the user interaction layer. It operates through a centralized
physical building layer, which acts as the primary source for real-time data collected from
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fire sensors, indoor localization systems, and IoT devices. These data are then processed
and analyzed within the virtual building layer, utilizing predictive algorithms for fire
spread and evacuation simulations. Additionally, the framework enables multi-tiered data
fusion. In the virtual building layer, data-level fusion integrates real-time sensor data
with predictive algorithms for decision making. Meanwhile, decision-level fusion takes
place in the application layer, where functionalities such as fire detection, evacuation path
planning, and occupant tracking are synthesized to optimize emergency responses. The
user interaction layer utilizes AR technology to provide an interactive visualization of
the building and its safety features to users, such as facility managers, firefighters, and
occupants. By leveraging AR, the virtual building layer can seamlessly integrate with the
application layer, enabling users to make informed modeling decisions that are presented
in a visually engaging format within the user interaction layer. In the physical building
layer, data are collected through sensing technologies and transferred through a wireless
network to the virtual building layer. In the virtual building layer, the data (FSE data, BIM
data, and IoT data) are processed using AI tools. Additionally, data fusion techniques
are employed to integrate data from various sources, and blockchain is utilized to ensure
data security and privacy. Decisions made in the virtual building layer are transferred to
an application layer to provide services and also to be integrated back with the physical
building layer for automatic control and operation optimization [48]. In order to integrate
end users, the decisions from the application layer are visualized using AR and other smart
technologies. The decisions made are checked and confirmed by FM professional users
before being implemented to ensure humans are kept in the loop.
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3.3.1. Physical Building Layer

The most crucial component of DTs is real-time data acquisition, which occurs in the
physical building layer. This layer provides dynamic monitoring information to the virtual
building layer in real time [23,90]. The physical building layer integrates physical fire objects
and IoT smart sensors, including fire sensors, extinguishers, alarms, and emergency exit
signs. IoT technologies facilitate data connections, enabling a two-way flow of information
between physical and virtual building layers. These data from IoT technologies are used to
monitor the current conditions of a building, such as its temperature, smoke, and carbon
dioxide (CO2) levels. For example, Wehbe and Shahrour [27] employed smart sensors
specifically for building supervision and fire evacuation management. They used sensors
that measure temperature, smoke, and CO2, strategically placing them in critical locations
to transmit real-time data to their smart system. The successful integration of the physical
layer with the virtual layer completes the DT framework in terms of real-time updates and
bidirectional information flow.

3.3.2. Virtual Building Layer

This layer integrates different data resources according to a set data structure. In this
layer, a 3D geometric model is created based on BIM to provide information on building
components (e.g., the architectural layout, geometric dimensions, and spatial locations).
These geometric data take into account various obstacles, such as walls, columns, and
furniture, as well as doors. They also include essential functions for managing data and
models, such as storage, analysis, integration, and processing. Furthermore, they provide
AI-enhanced learning capabilities to support decision making [102]. One of the data
resources is BIM databases that include information related to digital models and historical
FSE maintenance, design and construction data, as-built data, geometric information,
physical information, and spatial information.

Blockchain technology is employed in the framework to ensure the quality and accu-
racy of BIM data. The integration of blockchain in our framework goes beyond traditional
data security; it is crucial for verifying data and maintaining privacy at the database level,
especially in IoT-based systems [100]. As highlighted by Sadri et al. [103], integrating
blockchain with IoT facilitates the decentralized processing of data, enhancing system
resilience and reducing the risks associated with centralized systems. This approach not
only ensures secure and reliable data transfer but also significantly improves the robustness
and response efficiency of the FSE system.

Blockchain is a crucial enabler for facilitating robust security and transparency in record-
ing emergency response activities [104]. Additionally, blockchain can facilitate the distribution
of emergency resources and enable the efficient tracking of their utilization [105–107]. Our
framework utilizes indoor localization, which could pose privacy and location security
concerns. Using blockchain technology in our system addresses these privacy and security
concerns associated with user localization and the vulnerability of our IoT sensing system
to hacker attacks. Research has demonstrated that blockchain can protect IoT devices and
users’ location privacy, ensuring secure and private location information sharing. This
integration is crucial for maintaining the integrity and reliability of our fire safety and
evacuation framework [108]. Additionally, blockchain has been effectively used in FSE
maintenance. For instance, Khan et al. [109] used blockchain’s application in portable fire-
fighting equipment (PFE) maintenance, ensuring record integrity, automating inspections,
and ensuring compliance with safety standards, aligning with our framework’s objectives.
This approach further underscores the role of blockchain in bolstering the efficiency and
reliability of fire safety and evacuation systems.

Hence, blockchain’s role in our framework is integral for advancing the reliability
and effectiveness of modern FSE practices. BIM-FSE data can be stored in blockchain,
which leads to various levels of BIM–blockchain integration to improve BIM-based data
sharing and trust in BIM collaborations while enhancing the security and transparency of
BIM data [110]. For example, Zheng et al. [111] introduced the concept of a blockchain
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BIM (bcBIM) system. This system was designed with the specific purpose of conducting
audits on BIM modifications and regulating access within the mobile cloud environment.
Suliyanti and Sari [112] have explored the use of blockchain technology to enable secure and
comprehensive BIM information exchange among multiple stakeholders throughout the
entire building lifecycle. In this virtual layer, blockchain enhances BIM data management
and improves the security and reliability of the data collected from IoT sensors. The
collected data from the IoT sensors is wirelessly sent in real time to a cloud-based IoT
database. Blockchain offers secure and reliable data access, transactions, and storage,
thereby enhancing the integrity of the data collected from IoT sensors [110]. For example,
Siountri et al. [113] highlighted the use of BIM, the IoT, and blockchain to enhance building
security during the operation stage. The framework provides data fusion technology
that can combine BIM data and FSE data with real-time IoT data that captures dynamic
sensor-generated information.

Data fusion is crucial for decision making, predictive analytics, and system optimiza-
tion within the context of smart FM. Data fusion serves as a bridge that links BIM data, FSE
data, and IoT data, aiding in better real-time tracking and smarter decision making in FSE
maintenance and fire evacuation planning. For example, Xiongwei et al. [114] propose a
framework for systematically fusing BIM and IoT data, highlighting the importance of data
fusion in enhancing real-time decision making in the AEC industry. Data fusion enhances
BIM–IoT integration to collect the data gathered in the physical building layer, leverage the
value of the data in the virtual building layer, and enhance decision making in the physical
building layer.

In this layer, FSE maintenance modeling utilizes AI techniques such as ML and
DL to perform data analysis for the classification and optimization of the work order
of FSE maintenance. For example, McArthur et al. [115] and Raghubar et al. [116] both
discuss the development and application of supervised machine learning models to classify
maintenance requests and work orders. They achieve prediction accuracies ranging from
46.6% to 90% for problem-type classification. Collectively, these papers demonstrate
the potential of AI techniques in improving maintenance issue classification and data
collection in FM. Moreover, AI techniques are used to predict fire spread, simulation,
and optimization in modeling fire evacuations. For example, Wang [117] proposed a fire
evacuation routing model called “Bee-Fire” that uses artificial bee colony optimization to
find optimal evacuation routes, reducing both the clearance time and total evacuation time.
In the fire spread prediction, Chetehouna et al. [118] developed an artificial neural network
(ANN) to predict the physical and geometrical parameters of a forest fire front, such as the
rate of its spread and flame height. They found that the ANN model provided accurate
results. DTs provide facility managers the advantage of accessing real-time, reliable, and
immutable records of asset data [119].

3.3.3. Application Layer

The objective of this layer is also to store, analyze, integrate, and visualize data in
platforms and models using AI technologies, machine learning, and simulations [120]. By
utilizing all available data and model resources generated from the virtual layer, it can
perform various functions and contribute to advanced decision making. These functions
include replacing or repairing the equipment based on the FSE decision model. Moreover,
it can provide a fire evacuation model decision that offers functionalities such as fire
detection, evacuation path planning, fire warning control, and occupant tracking. This
layer also provides fire alerts based on IoT sensors and data analyses to activate fire
emergencies. Additionally, the system implements actions for fire defenses, such as closing
doors, turning off equipment, initiating automatic fire suppression, or controlling smoke
systems. In simpler terms, adequate measures are taken by the system concerning locks,
lighting, and critical equipment control to restrict the spread of the fire and associated
damage. Light and voice path signalization are also provided.
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3.3.4. User Interaction Layer

The user interaction layer represents the highest realization level within the proposed
DT framework, facilitating interactions between individuals, such as facility managers,
firefighters, and occupants, and digital environments. It assists firefighters in guiding
occupants along the optimal safe fire evacuation path to the exit. Moreover, it helps facility
managers visualize and check information related to FSE in a building by utilizing AR
technology. The primary interfaces for implementing comprehensive fire safety manage-
ment and interactions involve AR technology, bridging the gap between physical spaces
and virtual spaces [121]. This layer primarily provides a range of services in two key
applications: FSE management and fire evacuation. These services include tasks like locat-
ing and predicting optimal fire evacuation routes, as well as enhancing information and
communication between stakeholders. AR-based experiments have been used not only
to study evacuation behavior but also to improve emergency management systems. In
emergency situations, the use of AR technology assists responders in getting a better view
of the danger and surroundings, enabling them to make well-informed decisions and take
necessary actions [104]. Yoo et al. [122] developed a machine learning and augmented-
reality-based indoor navigation and emergency evacuation system that guides users toward
optimal escape paths. This system has the potential to enhance safety during emergency
situations and improve navigation in indoor environments. Similarly, Chen et al. [123] used
AR to implement a fast flow control algorithm in a real evacuation system at a university.
Tsai and Yau [124] used AR, route planning, and three-dimensional graphics to provide
guidance for an escape route in the event of a radioactive accident. The adoption of AR in
the framework is a crucial enabler for enhancing performance in real-time communication
between stakeholders. AR technology is utilized to enhance decision making by providing
a visual representation and the integration of decisions in a real-world environment. It
offers interactive engagement and remote control, such as in emergency situations like fire
evacuations, for which AR can guide occupants to safety by displaying the most efficient
route [100,125]. Chen et al. [8] utilized an AR system based on BIM to inspect and maintain
FSE. The objective of their study was to integrate BIM and AR technologies to improve the
efficiency and effectiveness of these tasks.

In brief, the DT framework provides a comprehensive view of the components and
interactions of a system that uses advanced technologies to enhance FSE maintenance
and fire evacuations. The DT framework leverages BIM, IoT technologies, data fusion,
blockchain, cloud computing, AI, and AR to improve FSM.

3.4. Survey of FM Professionals

In this research study, a survey was conducted to validate the presented framework for
future FM (FM) practice. The objective of this survey is to understand the perception of the
FM team on adopting DT applications in facility maintenance for FSE and fire evacuation
practices. Specifically, this survey could measure whether practitioners accept DTs in
FM, evaluate the proposed framework, and discover the challenges of applying DTs in
FM practices. The information collected from the survey would significantly impact the
development of the knowledge base for the DT framework in FM. The survey was designed
using the Qualtrics platform, facilitating the creation of online questionnaires for ease of use.
The survey was distributed to FMs and facility engineers using three different methods:
(1) through the department of FM at Western Michigan University from 9 September
2022 to 26 January 2023; (2) through LinkedIn groups related to FM; and (3) through the
International FM Association (IFMA). A total of 66 responses were received, of which 28
were complete. The survey targeted FMs and engineers from various FM domains to collect
data from diverse perspectives and ensure the suitability of DT applications in different
FM practices.

The survey started by introducing the aim of the study and the purpose of the sur-
vey. Before each question, a description was provided to ensure that the participants
understood each question, reducing the sampling bias. The questionnaire began with de-
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mographic questions, such as their age, education level, work experience, and position. The
questionnaires also included questions regarding current FM practices, issues, reasoning,
and suggested solutions to improve FM practices with DTs. The participants were also
asked about their experience with DTs, BIM, the IoT, AI, and AR [43,126]. The survey
also asked about the impact of missing information on their decision making and solicited
suggestions for enhancing the DT framework [43,127–129]. The survey included questions
about participants’ familiarity and understanding of DT technologies in FM [126,129–131],
the frequency of data collection for FSE maintenance [43,126], the expected benefits from
DT technologies in FM [126–129], and the evaluation of DT technologies in FSE and fire
evacuations [126,129,132].

Our initial survey was specifically designed to gather insights from FM profession-
als, focusing on the integration and management aspects of DT technologies in FSM.
We recognize, in hindsight, that including firefighters as key end users of the proposed
framework would have enriched our understanding of its practical applications. Future
research will address this gap by involving firefighters to ensure the framework is not only
technologically sound but also practically applicable and user-centric.

4. Results

The questionnaire was utilized in this study to gather demographic information,
such as the age, gender, and education level of the participants. The subsequent section
aimed to gather information about the current methods used by the participants to access
necessary maintenance and emergency data, as well as the electronic format they use
for maintenance information and communication. Furthermore, the survey sought to
understand the preferred means of communication for the participants when engaging
with stakeholders. The next section of the questionnaire explored the opinions of the
participants on the types of technology that can improve the performance of FM. This
included questions on the technologies that the participants believe will be necessary for
FM practices in the next decade, their familiarity with the proposed technologies, their
understanding of DT technologies in FM practices, and their experience with the proposed
technologies. The following section of the questionnaire aimed to collect data on the use of
the proposed technologies in FM departments, including the areas that may benefit from the
implementation of DT applications. Additionally, the questionnaire investigated the impact
of missing information on decision making, as well as the effect of the proposed technology
on the efficiency and cost of FM performance and decision making. The final section of the
questionnaire delved into the challenges of applying DTs in FM, asking the participants for
their opinions on the proposed framework of applications, any additional challenges they
foresee that may impact the adoption of DT applications, and their suggestions on how to
improve the proposed framework to enhance our research.

4.1. Literature Review Findings

This section presents the findings from a thematic analysis of 37 studies on the enablers
and main barriers of DT adoption for FSM. First, the barriers and enablers were extracted
through 37 selected papers. Each of the 37 papers included in the study was analyzed in
detail. Every barrier and enabler was recorded in an Excel worksheet, together with the
title of the article mentioning it. All the barriers were clustered into nine groups, and the
total number of papers mentioning each factor was computed, while the enablers were
clustered into six groups. Based on an analysis of the 37 papers, the identified barriers and
enablers are presented and ranked according to their respective frequency of occurrence.

4.1.1. Barriers

Based on an analysis of 37 studies about DT technologies for FSM, Table 2 sum-
marizes the nine identified barriers, presented and ranked according to their frequency
of occurrence.
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Table 2. The occurrences DT barriers from analysis of barriers in 37 studies.

Rank Barriers Barriers Occurrences

B1 Difficulties in systems integration 30

B2 Difficulty in performance in real-time communication 24

B3 Lack of DT knowledge 16

B4 Lack of trust in data security 15

B5 Initial costs 8

B6 User acceptance 5

B7 Difficulties in data management 4

B8 Lack of competence 3

B9 Education training costs 2

Difficulties in systems integration were the most prominent theme with 30 occur-
rences, highlighting the challenges and complexities of integrating heterogeneous data
sources, especially from different sensors, photogrammetry technologies, and conventional
sources. Difficulties in performance in real-time communication, with 24 occurrences,
show the challenges concerning the processing of the massive amount of data generated in
real-time communication, and this presents a significant challenge in adopting DT [129].
Lack of DT knowledge, with 16 occurrences, shows that the knowledge and skill gap is
a significant factor complicating effective DT implementation in FSM in the FM industry.
Proper training, expertise, and efficient knowledge transfer are vital. The lack of trust
in data security, with 15 occurrences, underscores challenges related to data privacy, se-
curity, and ethical considerations in the digital system. Initial costs, with 8 occurrences,
emphasize the need to evaluate the costs/benefits of DT implementation for FSM and
prove its long-term impact and business value. User acceptance, with five occurrences,
addresses that the lack of knowledge and understanding of emerging technology has the
potential to provide resistance to its acceptance and adoption [133,134]. Difficulties in data
management emerged as the most prominent barrier, with four occurrences related to data
collection, data quality, and efficient management. This barrier highlights areas that need
further research and development. Lack of competence, with three occurrences, shows that
developing demanding skills is critically important for the emerging DT paradigm [135].
Lastly, education training costs, with two occurrences, emphasize the need for investments
from companies for education training and for evaluations of the costs/benefits of DT
implementation for FSM.

Figure 7 elaborates on the main barriers that hinder the successful implementation of
DT initiatives. The findings indicate that the most significant barrier is difficulties in system
integration, which accounts for 28% of the total barriers. The second most significant barrier
is the difficulty in achieving real-time communication performance, which accounts for 22%
of the total barriers, followed by a lack of DT knowledge, lack of trust in data security, and
high initial costs. On the other hand, the barriers that are least significant include education
training costs, which account for 2%, followed by a lack of competence, difficulties in data
management, and user acceptance. It is noteworthy that researchers and academic scholars
have paid relatively less attention to these barriers.
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4.1.2. Enablers

Based on an analysis of 37 studies on DT technologies for FSM, six main enablers
for DT implementation in FSM were identified and ranked based on their frequency of
occurrence, as illustrated in Table 3. The literature findings revealed that AI was identified
as the most prominent enabler with 27 occurrences, emphasizing the importance of ML, DL,
data processing, cloud computing, edge computing, data mining, and pattern recognition
in extracting insights from the vast amount of data collected from various sources. The IoT
stands out as the second most critical enabler, with 23 occurrences, indicating the signifi-
cant reliance on sensor technology and the IoT for various DT applications. BIM holds a
crucial position with 20 occurrences, as BIM models provide rich information about assets,
including geometric information, spatial relationships, quantities, cost estimates, material
inventories, and schedules. Additionally, BIM aids in visualization, fabrication/shop draw-
ings, construction sequencing, conflict/collision detection, and forensic analyses [100,136].
AR and VR were highlighted with eight occurrences for their potential in visualizing,
simulating, and interacting with 3D models in real time to enhance FSE maintenance
and fire evacuations. Blockchain is a crucial enabler, with five occurrences, facilitating
robust security, and it is used at the database level for data verification and privacy control.
Lastly, GIS is the least-frequent enabler with two occurrences and can integrate with the
BIM model for visualization and information querying in a spatial context to enhance fire
emergency evacuation planning [137].

Table 3. The occurrences of DT enablers from analysis of enablers in 37 studies.

Code Enabler Occurrences

E1 AI 27

E2 IoT 23

E3 BIM 20

E4 AR/VR 8

E5 Blockchain 5

E6 GIS 2

Figure 8 indicates that AI is the most significant enabler for DT adoption in FSM,
representing 32% of mentions in the literature. The IoT follows closely at 27%, underscoring
its critical role in real-time data acquisition and connectivity. BIM, with 24%, is also a key
enabler, integral for creating detailed digital representations of physical spaces. The least
significant is GIS, with 2%, which, while still necessary, needs to be more emphasized in
the literature for implementing DT in this context.
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4.2. Survey Results
4.2.1. Demographic Distribution

As shown in Figure 9, the survey results indicate that the majority of participants are
male (80%), with a smaller percentage of female respondents (10%) and an equal percentage
(10%) preferring not to reveal their gender. Figure 9 also shows that the age distribution
demonstrates that the largest group of respondents is aged between 55 and 64 years old
(38%), followed by those between 45 and 54 years old (28%).
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In terms of education levels, as shown in Figure 10, the data reveal that 55% of the
participants hold a Master’s degree, 28% have a Bachelor’s degree, 7% possess a high school
diploma, and 10% have obtained a Ph.D. or higher qualification. Figure 10 also shows that
the respondents’ roles within FM are diverse, with facility managers and engineers both
representing the largest groups at 21% each, followed by directors (9%), supervisors (12%),
and administration (12%). The “other” category, which accounts for 24% of the participants,
includes various professionals such as FM consultants, mechanical engineering managers,
consultants, project managers, faculty members, and FM service providers, all of whom
work within the FM industry.

Overall, the survey results present a well-rounded demographic profile of FM pro-
fessionals, encompassing their education and work experience. The data suggest that
most participants are male, aged between 45 and 64 years old, hold a Master’s degree,
and have diverse roles in the FM industry. This varied group of respondents facilitates a
comprehensive evaluation of the perceptions of and potential challenges surrounding the
adoption of DT applications for FSE maintenance and fire evacuations.

Regarding work experience in Figure 10, the majority of the respondents (80%) have
10 years or more of experience in the field, while 10% have between 1 and 3 years, and
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another 10% have between 5 and 10 years of experience. No respondents reported having
less than 1 year or 3 to 5 years of experience.
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4.2.2. Level of Familiarity and Understanding with DT Technologies in FM

Figure 11 shows valuable insights into FM professionals’ skills, experience, and famil-
iarity with various DT technologies. These insights suggest that the integration of DTs in
FM is an area that requires further investigation and understanding. While a proportion of
respondents have experience with DTs and related technologies, the data imply that there
is still substantial room for growth in the adoption and application of DTs within the FM
sector. A notable 19% of respondents have experience with DTs, highlighting that some
participants are familiar with the technology’s potential in integrating virtual–physical
systems, real-time monitoring, analyses, and optimization. However, as the adoption of
DTs in FM is still in its early stages, there is a need to further investigate the benefits,
challenges, and best practices for its effective implementation.
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Figure 11 also illustrates that 39% of participants are familiar with BIM and 21% with
IoT technology. Both BIM and the IoT are key components of the proposed DT framework,
and their integration is essential to realizing the full potential of DTs in FM. This indicates
the necessity of further exploring how to effectively integrate these technologies within
the DT context to enhance FM practices, especially in terms of FSE maintenance and fire
evacuations. With only 10% and 11% of respondents familiar with AI and AR, respectively,
it is evident that these technologies are not yet widely adopted in the FM sector. As AI can
be employed for data analyses, predictions, and decision making in a DT-based FM system,
and AR can enhance the visualization of and interaction with digital representations of
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facilities, it is crucial to investigate how these technologies can be integrated into the DT
framework to maximize its benefits.

According to the results in Figure 12, only 38% of FM professionals are familiar
with DT technology and understand how it differs from BIM. In contrast, 62% of the
respondents either have limited knowledge about DTs and their differences from BIM or
are completely unfamiliar with the concept. These results emphasize the need for further
exploration and exploitation of DTs’ potential in the FM industry. The limited familiarity
with DTs among industry professionals highlights the importance of promoting awareness,
conducting in-depth research, and providing educational initiatives that emphasize the
benefits of DTs in FM practices, such as improved maintenance, fire safety, and emergency
response measures. By addressing the gaps in knowledge and understanding, industry
professionals can better appreciate the potential advantages of implementing DTs in FM.
This will ultimately help the FM industry adopt and implement more efficient and effective
solutions for FSE maintenance and fire evacuation practices. The aforementioned findings
indicate that there have been many discussions related to the concept of a DT without a
clear understanding of DT technology and its potential. Many industry practitioners and
researchers hold misconceptions about DTs, with some drawing comparisons to BIM due
to their shared characteristics [138]. Hence, a lack of consensus exists pertaining to the
capabilities of digital twins within the industry.
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Figure 12. Participants’ familiarity with the DT concept.

The results in Figure 13 highlight a diverse range of perspectives when it comes to
implementing DT technologies within FM departments. The results revealed that 14%
of participants reported that their department is currently in the development stage of
implementing DTs. Only 7% indicated that DT implementation would be considered
within a year or two, while 36% mentioned that they would potentially implement DT
technologies three or more years from now. Interestingly, 43% of the respondents stated
that their FM department has no plans for implementing DT technologies anytime soon.
These results highlight the importance of raising awareness about the potential benefits of
DT technologies in FM practices and of addressing the challenges that may be inhibiting its
widespread adoption. By addressing these issues, the industry can move towards a more
efficient and effective approach to FM, with DT technologies playing a central role in FSE
maintenance and emergency response measures.
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4.2.3. DTs for FSE Maintenance and Fire Evacuation Benefits

The survey also sought to understand the frequency of data collection for FSE main-
tenance within facilities. According to the responses in Figure 14, 55% of the participants
collect data weekly, 40% collect data daily, and only 5% collect data hourly. These results
suggest that data collection practices for FSE maintenance in FM vary significantly. While
some organizations prioritize frequent data collection, others may not see the need for
such regular monitoring. This presents an opportunity to explore the potential advantages
of more frequent data collection through DT technologies. By leveraging DT technolo-
gies, FM teams can access real-time data for FSE, enabling more efficient and proactive
maintenance strategies. Incorporating DT technologies in FM practices can facilitate more
informed decision making and help organizations better understand their FSE’s condition.
This, in turn, can lead to improved FSE and emergency response measures, such as fire
evacuation planning, ultimately contributing to safer environments for occupants and staff
alike. The survey results emphasize the need for further investigations into and education
on the potential benefits of adopting DT technologies in FM, particularly in the realm of
FSE maintenance.
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Figure 15 shows that 26% of FM professionals perceive missing maintenance infor-
mation for FSE and communication difficulties as having a significant impact on decision
making, while another 26% believe it has a moderate impact. In total, 52% of respondents
consider the issue to be impactful. This highlights the potential benefits of implementing
DT technologies in FM to enhance decision-making processes, minimize information gaps,
and improve fire safety and emergency preparedness. The adoption of DT technologies
could address these concerns by providing a real-time understanding of the status of FSE
and facilitating improved communication among stakeholders.
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In Figure 16, using a Likert scale, the survey results indicate that most FM professionals
perceive potential benefits in implementing DTs for FSE and fire evacuations. The survey
results reveal a positive attitude toward the potential advantages of DT technology for
enhancing operational responsiveness in real-time decision making. Specifically, 15% of the
respondents strongly agree and 40% agree with this anticipated benefit. Additionally, a
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significant percentage of the professionals (30% strongly agree and 55% agree) acknowledge
the potential of DT technology in determining optimal fire evacuation routes in real time,
reflecting confidence in the technology’s proficiency in fire emergency management.
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The study also shows that DT technology has a positive impact on proactive mainte-
nance, with 9% strongly agreeing and 41% agreeing that a proactive approach to mainte-
nance activities is beneficial when augmented by DTs. The integration of sensors and AI
in DT systems receives the highest combined agreement, with 9% strongly agreeing and
59% agreeing. This consensus underscores the industry’s trust in DTs’ ability to enhance
the interplay between physical assets and their digital counterparts through real-time data
and machine learning. Emergency simulations are also highly regarded, with 50% agreeing
and 36% strongly agreeing on the benefits of DTs, indicating a widespread belief in its
effectiveness for emergency preparedness and response training. Meanwhile, views on DTs’
role in generating optimal evacuation routes are supportive, with 23% strongly agreeing
and 41% agreeing, indicating a strong endorsement of DTs’ application in safety route
planning during emergencies.

For FSE optimization, the results present a more moderate but still positive reception,
with 19% strongly agreeing and 29% agreeing, suggesting a cautious yet optimistic attitude
towards the technology’s role in optimizing equipment deployment. Lastly, generative
planning through DTs was supported by the respondents, with 17% strongly agreeing
and 43% agreeing, reflecting an acknowledgment of the innovative potential DTs hold for
strategic and operational planning in FSE.

These findings collectively suggest that DTs are perceived as a valuable asset across
various aspects of FSE maintenance and fire evacuations, with the greatest confidence
in their data integration and simulation capabilities. This indicates a forward-looking
perspective among FM professionals who are open to technological advancements that
promise to improve efficiency, safety, and decision making in fire safety operations.

4.2.4. Participants’ Evaluation of DT Framework in FM

In Figure 17, the findings indicate that a majority of individuals hold the belief that
the utilization of DTs has the potential to enhance FSE maintenance practices and optimize
fire evacuations. A significant proportion of the responders (75%) hold the belief that the
implementation of DTs may enhance the performance of FSE maintenance. Furthermore,
a substantial majority (89%) supports the use of DTs to provide 3D models with related
real-time information by using BIM-IoT integration to enhance FSE maintenance and fire
evaluations. Additionally, a considerable percentage (70%) believe that DTs can contribute
to improving decision making by using AI techniques to conduct work order classifications
and optimize FSE. Moreover, 69% of the respondents indicate that applying DTs will im-
prove data management and enhance decision making in FM practices. Furthermore, 66%
of the responses indicate that DT implementation can provide assistance to firefighters to
evacuate occupants during fire evacuations. However, only 6% indicate a strong opposing
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viewpoint. Similarly, 58% of the responses indicate that DTs use AR to improve real-time
visualization and communication for FSE maintenance. This suggests a growing interest
in immersive technologies as tools for enhancing the clarity and immediacy of informa-
tion dissemination. The proposition that DT technology can contribute to improving the
intelligence level of indoor safety management is supported by 60% of the respondents,
indicating an expectation that DTs will bring a higher level of smart automation and analyt-
ics to safety protocols inside buildings. Furthermore, 69% of the participants believe that
DTs can improve data management and provide better decision making during emergency
evacuations, reflecting the crucial role of DTs in managing complex data streams and
enhancing the quality of decisions.
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DTs’ role in providing actionable insights to first responders is evident by the positive
reception of DT input data initiating firefighters’ actions during fire evacuation operations,
with 66% of the respondents agreeing or strongly agreeing. Additionally, 70% of the
respondents expressed confidence in DTs’ ability to improve decision making through
work order classifications and the optimization of FSE, suggesting that DTs can enhance
operational efficiency and resource allocation.

The integration of BIM into the DT system can provide 3D models enriched with
real-time information for FSE, and fire evacuation is the most strongly supported use case,
with 89% of the respondents agreeing or strongly agreeing. This reflects a broad consensus
on the value of combining BIM with DTs to create dynamic, informative models that can
significantly impact FSE and evacuation planning.

The data indicate that 75% of the respondents believe in DTs’ potential to improve FSE
maintenance and fire evacuation practices, indicating a strong belief in DTs’ overall benefits
for fire safety and evacuation. While there may be reservations or a need for more evidence
of DTs’ effectiveness, the analysis suggests that DT technology holds considerable promise
for revolutionizing FSE and fire evacuation practices. The data reflect a forward-looking
stance within the industry, with professionals willing to embrace DTs’ advanced capabilities
for better safety outcomes.

In Figure 18, the participants were asked to evaluate the clarity and data security of
the proposed DT framework for fire evacuation planning and FSE maintenance. Based on a
Likert scale, the results revealed that 76% of the respondents agreed or strongly agreed that
the proposed DT framework clearly described the potential use of fire evacuation planning
and the FSE of facilities based on DT applications. Additionally, 24% of the participants
remained neutral, while no participants disagreed or strongly disagreed. Regarding data
workflow security in the proposed DT framework, 58% of the respondents agreed or
strongly agreed that the data workflow is secure. Meanwhile, 33% remained neutral,
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and only 9% disagreed or strongly disagreed with this statement. This indicates that the
majority of the participants found the proposed DT framework clear and secure in the
context of facility fire evacuations and FSE maintenance.
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5. Discussion

This section provides a detailed overview of the current implementation status of
DTs in the FM industry and tries to outline opportunities and challenges for the use of DT
technologies in FM practices based on the feedback gathered from current FM practitioners.
Introducing the potential uses of DT technologies to current FM practitioners will give
them a chance to consider the idea of adopting DT technologies to reduce errors resulting
from the lack of integration between fire safety systems and BIM in real time and to enhance
real-time information guidance during fire evacuations. In this section, we focused on the
challenges that prevent the adoption of DTs in the FM industry. As introduced previously,
DT technologies provide a solution for the current system that improves upon current FM
practices. Moreover, each type of DT technology has the potential to play a significant role
in improving FSE maintenance and fire evacuations. Therefore, the questionnaires were
designed to investigate the potential use of each type of DT technology in FM departments’
daily work to discover their needs, along with the possibility of improving decision making.
The lack of integration between systems and missing information and communication have
shown how DT can help FM managers make the right decision, as shown by the survey
results. A total of 90% of respondents agreed that DT technologies improved decision
making. As the responses supported the application of DTs in the FM industry, we need to
discuss the challenges that may slow the implementation of DTs in FSE maintenance and
fire evacuations.

5.1. Main Challenges

The extracted barriers from the literature review were sent to professionals in the FM
industry to scale the barriers from practitioners’ perspectives. Figure 19 highlights the
findings from FM professionals in the industry and represents the lack of DT knowledge as
the most significant barrier, cited by 15% of the respondents on DT adoption from industry
perspectives. Following this, initial costs and user acceptance emerge as subsequent
concerns. At the same time, difficulties in data management and data security trust are
perceived as the least significant, each accounting for 8% of the responses.
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The barriers to adopting DTs in FSM are identified and presented in Table 4. These
barriers have been grouped into three categories, namely stakeholder-oriented, economic,
and technical barriers. This categorization has been made to provide better clarity and
simplify the understanding of the barriers identified through the survey.

Table 4. Classification of adopting DT barriers in FSE maintenance and fire evacuations.

Category Barriers

Stakeholder-oriented barriers
Lack of DT knowledge
Lack of competence
User acceptance

Economic barriers Initial costs
Education training costs

Technical barriers

Difficulties in systems integration
Difficulty in performance in real-time
communication
Lack of trust in data security
Difficulties in data management

5.1.1. Stakeholder-Oriented Barriers

The adoption and application of DT technology in the FM industry are heavily reliant
on the industry’s stakeholders. In order to achieve effective implementation, it is imperative
that stakeholders possess a comprehensive knowledge of the DT concept. Nevertheless,
the DT concept is subject to ambiguity, as stakeholders and professionals hold divergent
perspectives on its effectiveness in the context of buildings and FM. This ambiguity with the
DT concept has been recognized by several studies [138–140]. There are several obstacles
that impede the adoption of DTs in FM, as shown in Figure 19. The first highest barrier to
adopting DTs encompasses a lack of DT knowledge, representing 15% of the participants.
This highlights the need for further education and awareness initiatives to disseminate
knowledge about DTs and their potential applications in FM. These findings also agree
with prominent gaps found by several studies [127,129,141]. The authors of [128] high-
lighted a lack of educational programs at universities that especially focus on addressing
DTs. They argue that this lack of education negatively affects organizations’ capacity to
make appropriate decisions regarding the implementation of DTs. Furthermore, there
are misconceptions about how advanced technologies such as DTs, BIM, blockchain, and
similar innovations can be used to address problems in the industry, and this causes a lack
of DT knowledge [142]. Some studies just use BIM models with integrated IoT data to
represent a DT, with no bidirectional communication between the real and virtual layers.
This further proves the lack of knowledge of the DT concept [129]. This barrier causes a
lack of competence that prevents the adoption of emerging digital twins, such as DTs in
FM, which represents 10% of the participants. Saporiti et al. [143] emphasize the need to
address the lack of competence to implement DTs, and this challenge varies by organization
and environment. The issue is underrepresented in the literature despite its criticality.
To address this, FM professionals should receive targeted training to improve their skills.
This is essential for FM–DT integration, which is considered an issue in technical barriers.
However, a lack of knowledge and understanding of DT technology causes resistance to
its acceptance and adoption [134,144]. This barrier is confirmed in the findings since user
acceptance represents 13% of the participants, and this suggests that organizations should
invest in comprehensive training programs to enhance the understanding and acceptance
of this technology among their staff. Since users play a pivotal role in driving technology’s
progress and adoption, their acceptance of DT technology is crucial for an organization’s
decision to adopt it [144].
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5.1.2. Economic Barriers

The second highest barrier to adopting DTs is their initial cost, with 14% of the
respondents, indicating that organizations may need to explore various funding options
and develop cost-effective strategies to implement DT technology successfully. These
findings also agree with prominent gaps found by several studies stating that high-cost
implementation causes a major challenge to DT adoption [129,143,145].

The implementation of DT systems requires the acquisition of costly sensors, software
modules, and data acquisition and storage systems, owing to the large volume of data
and complex processes involved [128,146–148]. The education training cost is another
challenge of DT technology’s adoption, which totals 11% of the participants. The budget is
an essential factor in the FM industry, which needs to plan ahead or DT. Dixit et al. [98]
stated that it is very important to prepare a sufficient amount of time and human resources
to train employees to use this technology and suggested that adopting this technology
would help solve education and training cost issues in the long term.

5.1.3. Technical Barriers

The final category of barriers to adopting DTs in the FM industry is technical barriers.
This category includes difficulties in systems integration, performance in real-time commu-
nication, data management, and the lack of trust in data security. Difficulties in systems
integration are another challenge of DT technology’s adoption, which is cited by 12% of
the participants. Lu et al. [48] stated that data interoperability causes difficulties in system
integration because these systems may use different data formats, structures, or standards,
making it challenging to exchange and integrate data seamlessly. Moreover, safety manage-
ment systems are often independent and not fully integrated with building information.
This lack of integration hinders the comprehensive analysis of safety information and the
automatic processing of danger [21]. Difficulty in performance in real-time communication
is another challenge of technical barriers, representing 9% of the participants. This chal-
lenge arises due to limitations in hardware and software resources that affect the efficient
data flow between the two systems [128]. The difficulty in achieving efficient real-time
communication is a significant challenge in adopting DT technology in the FM industry. DT
technology relies on bidirectional mapping and real-time data interaction between physical
entities and their digital models [149]. This real-time communication is crucial for moni-
toring and simulating the performance of facilities in real time. However, DT technology
has the potential to revolutionize fire safety management by enabling real-time dynamic
planning and risk management. For example, a DT model can be developed to simulate
fire safety evacuations and dynamically plan evacuation routes based on the fire’s develop-
ment [130,131]. This allows for more effective and efficient evacuation strategies. The lack
of trust in data security presents a significant barrier to adopting DT technology for 8%
of the participants. Concerns about data privacy, integrity, and unauthorized access have
become paramount [138]. The implementation of DT involves collecting and analyzing vast
amounts of data, making it crucial to establish robust security measures to protect sensitive
information. Blockchain technology offers a potential solution to address the lack of secu-
rity data by ensuring information security through encryption [112]. By using blockchain,
stakeholders can securely access, process, and share quality information, inspection records,
and safety information [150]. Integrating blockchain with advanced sensing technologies,
such as reality capture and the IoT, can further enhance data security [110]. Difficulties in
data management are another barrier, which represents 8% of the participants. In FSM, data
management plays a crucial role in the effectiveness of DT applications. Fire safety data,
such as sensor readings, building information, and evacuation plans, must be collected,
stored, and analyzed in real time to enable dynamic decision making [151]. However,
the complexity and volume of data generated in fire safety scenarios pose challenges in
terms of data storage, processing, and analysis [151]. Advancements in data management
technologies are necessary to address these challenges. This includes the development of
data standardization protocols, interoperability frameworks, and efficient data storage and
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processing systems [152–155]. Additionally, the integration of AI and ML techniques can
enhance data management capabilities by automating data analyses and decision-making
processes [151].

From technical barriers, the integration of DT technologies in FM is a crucial area for
future research. As emphasized in the proposed framework, while we demonstrate the
potential of integrating current technologies like BIM and the IoT for FSM, we acknowl-
edge the complexity and challenges accompanying such an integration. Supporting this
viewpoint, Hakimi et al. [94] state that the challenges of DT implementation include the
integration of physical entities with the BIM model, interoperability issues, and managing
big data throughout a facility’s lifecycle. These aspects are critical and must be the subject
of thorough investigation in future studies. Our framework aims to lay a foundation for
this ongoing research, highlighting areas that require further exploration and development
to realize the potential of DTs in FM fully.

The survey focused on the potential benefits of using DTs and related technologies; we
gathered perspectives primarily from FM sector professionals. Recognizing the limitations
of this approach, we propose an expanded scope for future research. This research will
use a Delphi method to conduct a more robust study of DTs’ benefits for the FM sector. It
will include a panel of diverse professionals—not only FM experts but also IT specialists,
architects, building designers, and other relevant stakeholders. These professionals provide
the data necessary to implement DT effectively, as outlined in our proposed framework. By
engaging a broader spectrum of expertise, we aim to gain a comprehensive understanding
of the practical aspects of technology integration and its multidisciplinary implications,
thereby enriching the depth and applicability of our research.

To sum up, the findings from our literature review and survey results offer insights
into the perceived barriers to DT technology’s adoption in FSM. Both identify ‘difficulties
in systems integration’ and the ‘lack of DT knowledge’ as significant obstacles, though
they differ in priority; the former is most emphasized in the literature, while the latter
is highlighted in survey responses. ‘Initial costs’ also appear as a common concern in
both sources.

Significant differences emerge in the emphasis on ‘user acceptance’ and ‘education
training cost,’ which are more pronounced in the survey results, reflecting the practical
concerns of those in the field. Conversely, the literature review places a greater weight on
the ‘lack of trust in data security’ and ‘difficulty in performance in real-time communication,’
suggesting an academic focus on DT systems’ technical and security aspects.

While there is concordance on certain barriers, our literature review leans towards the
technical and theoretical, whereas our survey responses lean towards practical implemen-
tation and operational concerns.

6. Conclusions

This paper aims to investigate the impact of DTs in FM, provide an overview of the
DT concept, and briefly identify potential application areas and requirements for DTs in
FSM. Our research began by conducting a literature review on current FM practices and the
potential use of DT applications in FSM. The review revealed that various DT technologies,
including BIM, the IoT, AI, and AR, have unique characteristics that can be useful in FSE
maintenance and fire emergency responses. A framework was proposed to explore further
the potential use of DT technologies in FM and the integration of these technologies with
current FSM systems. The framework highlighted the potential benefits of adopting DT
technologies in terms of improved FSM performance and efficiency. However, our research
also identified several barriers to adopting DTs in FM through a survey conducted at the
FM of Western Michigan University and the IFMA organization. The survey involved
facility managers and engineers, who provided feedback on the potential adoption of
DT technology in FSM, its impact on FSM performance, and the associated challenges.
The survey findings indicated that the respondents agreed with the potential adoption
of DT technology in future FM practices. However, they also identified several barriers
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to its adoption, grouped into thematic categories such as stakeholder-oriented, economic,
and technical barriers. These barriers included a lack of DT knowledge, initial costs,
user acceptance, difficulties in systems integration, education and training costs, a lack of
competence, development complexity, difficulties in data management, and a lack of trust
in data security. Although there is agreement on some obstacles, the research papers tend to
focus more on technical and theoretical barriers, while the feedback obtained from surveys
highlights practical implementation and operational issues. Despite some progress in
adopting DT solutions in FSM, our survey results suggest that much work is still needed to
integrate this technology fully into the FM industry. Our paper emphasizes that the overall
success of DT implementation in FM will require collaboration among the government,
industry, academia, and society. This collaboration will facilitate the process of industry
standardization and simplify the adoption of DT technologies in FM. This paper provides
valuable insights into the potential impact of DT technologies in FM and highlights the
barriers that need to be addressed for their successful adoption.
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